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Abstract. The issue of random number generation is crucial for the implementation of cryptographic systems. Random numbers are often used
in key generation processes, authentication protocols, zeroknowledge protocols, padding, in many digital signature and encryption schemes, and
even in some side channel attack countermeasures. For these applications, security depends to a great extent on the quality of the source of
randomness and on the way this source is exploited. The quality of the
generated numbers is checked by statistical tests. In addition to the good
statistical properties of the obtained numbers, the output of the generator used in cryptography must be unpredictable. Besides quality and unpredictability requirements, the generator must be robust against aging
effects and intentional or unintentional environmental variations, such
as temperature, power supply, electromagnetic emanations, etc. In this
paper, we discuss practical aspects of a true random number generator
design. Special attention is given to the analysis of security requirements
and on the way how this requirements can be met in practice.
Keywords: Random number generation, cryptographic hardware, data
security, statistical tests, digital design
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Introduction

Random number generators (RNGs) are one of basic cryptographic primitives
used to design cryptographic protocols. Their applications include - but are not
limited to - the generation of cryptographic keys, initialization vectors, challenges, nonces and padding values, and the implementation of countermeasures
against side channel attacks. RNGs aimed at cryptographic applications must
fulfill basic security requirements. First of all, their output values must have
good statistical properties and be unpredictable. In modern designs, some additional features are required: the generator must be inherently secure, robust and
resistant to attacks and/or tested on line using generator specific tests.
The security of cryptographic systems is mainly linked to the protection
of confidential keys. In high end information security systems, when used in an
uncontrolled environment, cryptographic keys should never be generated outside
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the system and they should never leave the system in clear. For the same reason,
if the security system is implemented in a single chip (cryptographic systemon-chip), the keys should be generated inside the same chip. Implementation of
random number generators in logic devices (including configurable logic devices)
is of paramount importance.
There are three basic challenges in modern embedded TRNG design: (i) finding a good quality source of randomness (available in the digital technology);
(ii) finding an efficient and robust principle of randomness extraction; (iii) guaranteeing the security (e.g. by a robust design or by an efficient online testing).
Historically, three basic RNG classes are used in cryptography: deterministic,
nondeterministic (physical) and hybrid random number generators.
Deterministic (pseudo-) random number generators (DRNGs) are mostly fast
and have good statistical properties. They are usually used as key generators in
stream ciphers. Due to the existence of some underlying algorithms, DRNGs
are easy to implement in logic devices. However, if the algorithm is known, the
generator output is predictable. Even when the algorithm is not known but some
of the generator output sequences have been recorded, its behavior during the
recorded sequence can be used in future attacks.
Physical (true-) random number generators (TRNGs) use physical processes
to generate random numbers. If the underlying physical process cannot be controlled, the generator output is unpredictable and/or uncontrollable. The final
speed of TRNGs is limited by the spectrum of the underlying physical phenomenon and by the principle used to extract entropy from it (e.g. sampling frequency linked with the noise spectrum). The statistical characteristics of TRNGs
are closely related to the quality of the entropy source, but also to the randomness extraction method. Because physical processes are subject to fluctuations,
the statistical characteristics of TRNGs are usually worse than those of DRNGs.
Hybrid random number generators (HRNGs) represent a combination of a
(fast and good quality) deterministic RNG seeded repeatedly by a (slow but
unpredictable) physical RNG. The designer has to find a satisfactory compromise
between the speed of the generator and its predictability (by adjusting the time
interval between seeds and the size of a seed).
TRNGs are the only cryptographic primitives that have not been subject
to standardization up to now. However, before using the generator in practice,
the principle and its implementation inside a cryptographic module has to be
validated by an accredited institution as part of a security evaluation process.
Generators that do not have a security certificate are considered to be insecure
in terms of their use in cryptographic applications. Many TRNG designs exist,
but only few of them deal with security. In this paper, we will focus on security
aspects in TRNG design.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present briefly basic approaches in TRNG design. In Sec. 3, we present and discuss basic TRNG design
evaluation criteria and in Sec. 4 we analyze in detail TRNG security requirements. In Sec. 5, we sum up basic requirements for future secure TRNG designs.
We conclude the paper in Sec. 6.
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TRNG Design

The TRNG design styles evolved significantly in past few years. In the classical
approach (see Fig. 1a), the designers usually proposed some (new) principle
reflecting required design constraints such as area, throughput and/or power
consumption. In the development phase, they obviously used FIPS 140-1 [9] or
FIPS 140-2 statistical tests for verifying the quality of the generated bitstream,
because these simple tests need short data files and they give a good quality
estimation. In order to validate the final quality of the generated bitstream, the
designer tested the generated data using standard statistical test suites like NIST
SP 800-22 [20] or DIEHARD [19].
Even though statistical tests are required to evaluate the quality of the generated sequence, they cannot distinguish between pseudo random data generated
by a deterministic generator and truly random data from a physical TRNG.
This was one of the reasons, why German BSI (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der
Informationstechnik) proposed in 2001 a new methodology aimed at evaluation
of physical random number generators. The AIS 31 methodology [15] defined
several RND classes and their security requirements. It was updated in 2011
and new RNG classes were defined [16].
Classical approach

a)

BSI’s AIS
approach

Digitized noise
source

TRNG output
TRNG

Arith. & Crypto
postprocessing

b)

Embedded
tests

TRNG output
Raw binary
signal output
Alarm

Fig. 1. Classical (a) and German BSI’s (b) approach in TRNG design

According to the TRNG evaluation methodology proposed by BSI (see Fig.
1b), the generator should use an uncontrollable physical process as a source
of randomness. Since physical phenomena used in TRNGs are mostly analog
processes, some method enabling data conversion from analog to digital domain
(as a part of randomness extraction procedure) is usually necessary.
The obtained unprocessed raw binary signal (so-called digital noise) can have
low entropy and/or bad statistical properties (e.g. it can be biased). In this
case, some post-processing algorithms can be used to enhance the statistical
parameters of the output bitstream. While the algorithmic post-processing is
optional, the following cryptographic post-processing can be strictly required
according to the targeted security level. The cryptographic post-processing plays
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very important security role if the source of randomness fails: (i) it can serve
temporarily as a DRNG; (ii) according to the application security level, it should
guarantee TRNG unpredictability in forward, backward or both directions.
Since the cryptographic algorithm implemented in the post-processing block
behaves as a DRNG when a true randomness fails, the latest AIS methodology
[16] merges evaluation of true random number generators and pseudorandom
number generators into a common evaluation procedure and introduces new
RNG subclasses (see Tab. 1): Physical TRNG (PTG.1 and PTG.2), Hybrid
physical TRNG (PTG.3), Deterministic RNG (DRG.1, DRG.2 and DRG.3),
Hybrid deterministic RNG (DRG.4) and Non-physical TRNG (NTG).
Table 1. New AIS RNG classes
RNG Class AIS20/AIS31 Class Comments
PTG.1
AIS31, P1
Physical TRNG with an internal total failure test
of the entropy source and tests of non-tolerable
statistical defects of the TRNG output
PTG.2
AIS31, P2
PTG.1 + a stochastic model of the entropy source and statistical tests of the raw binary signal
PTG.3
No counterpart
PTG.2 + cryptographic post-processing (hybrid
PTRNG)
DRG.1 AIS20, K2, partly K3 DRNG with forward secrecy
DRG.2
AIS20, K3
DRG.1 + backward secrecy
DRG.3
AIS20, K4
DRG.2 + enhanced backward secrecy
DRG.4
No counterpart
DRG.3 + enhanced forward secrecy (hybrid
DRNG)
NTG.1
No counterpart
Non-physical TRNG with entropy estimation

TRNG output post-processing can sometimes mask a serious faults, which
standard statistical tests may fail to detect. Therefore, the unprocessed digital
noise must be tested in classes with higher security requirements (PTG.2 and
PTG.3). The dedicated tests should suit the generator’s principle with particular
reference to its potential weaknesses and should be executed on the fly.

3

TRNG Design Evaluation Criteria

True random number generators use different sources of randomness and numerous principles to extract it. TRNG designs (not TRNG implementations !)
can be evaluated using three classes of criteria [1]: (i) characteristics related to
the TRNG principle; (ii) design related characteristics; and (iii) security related
characteristics.
3.1

Criteria Related to the TRNG Principle

This set of parameters determines the main characteristics of the generator. It
includes parameters like source of randomness, method of randomness extraction, post-processing algorithms, output bitrate and its stability.
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Source of Randomness
Logic devices are designed for the implementation of deterministic logic systems.
Each unpredictable behavior in such a system (caused by a metastability, clock
jitter, radiation errors, etc.) can have catastrophic consequences for the behavior
of the overall system. For this reason, vendors of logic devices tend to minimize
these causes. As a consequence, the TRNG design should always be critically
examined in order to keep up with the evolution of the underlying technology.
Most logic devices do not contain analog blocks, so the sources of randomness
are related to the operation of logic gates. Analog physical phenomena (like
thermal, shot and flicker noise) are transformed to time domain instability of
logic signals [13]. This can be seen as a variation in the delay of logic gates,
analog behavior of logic gates between two logic levels (e.g. metastability) [18],
[14] or randomness in two concurrent writings to RAM memory blocks [12], [11].
The instability of gate delays causes signal propagation variations over time.
These variations can be seen as a clock period instability (the jitter) in clock
generators containing delay elements assembled in a closed loop (ring oscillators).
The variation in propagation time is also used in generators with delay elements
in an open chain assembly [7].
Some generators use the tracking jitter introduced by phase locked loops
(PLLs) available in digital technology [10].
Method of Randomness Extraction
In general, random numbers can be obtained in two ways: sampling random
signals at regular time intervals or sampling regular signals at random time
intervals. In synchronous systems, the first method is preferable in order to
guarantee a constant bit rate on the output. In logic devices, randomness is often
extracted by sampling a jittery (clock) signal using synchronous or asynchronous
flip-flops (latches) and a reference (clock) signal.
The choice between synchronous and asynchronous flip-flops does not seem
to be important in ASICs, but it is very important in FPGAs. This is because
synchronous flip-flops are hardwired in logic cells as optimized blocks and their
metastable behavior is consequently minimized. On the other hand, latches can
usually only be implemented in Look up tables (LUTs) and are therefore subject
to metastable behavior to a greater extent [7].
Another ways of extracting randomness are: (i) counting number of random
events [28] or (ii) counting number of reference clock periods in a randomly
changing time interval [26].
The randomness extraction method is usually linked to the basic principle
of the generator and to the source of randomness. The randomness extraction
procedure and post-processing are sometimes merged into the same block and
cannot be separated [24]. In that case, the entropy of the randomness source is
masked by post-processing and cannot be evaluated or tested correctly.
Arithmetic Post-processing of the Raw Binary Signal
The entropy source may have some weaknesses that lead to the generation of
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non-random numbers (e.g. long sequences of zeros or ones). In this case, postprocessing may be necessary to improve the statistical properties of random
numbers, for example to increase entropy per bit, reduce bias and/or correlation.
The quality of the digital noise signal (the signal obtained at the randomness
extraction block output) can deteriorate for several reasons: (i) the entropy of
the source is not high enough (this can be the case if metastability is used as
a source of randomness); (ii) the entropy, which is high in the original signal,
is not efficiently extracted; (iii) the extracted samples are correlated. The entropy per bit at the output of the generator is mostly increased at the cost of
reduction and/or variation in the bit rate. Most of arithmetic post-processing
methods use some data compression technique in order to increase entropy per
bit at generator’s output.
Cryptographic Post-processing
This kind of the post-processing uses both diffusion and confusion properties
of cryptographic functions. The perfect statistical characteristics of most of the
encryption algorithms can be used to mask generator imperfections. One of advantages of this approach is that the encryption key can be used as a cryptographic variable to dynamically modify the behavior of the generator. Although
this kind of post-processing block (the cipher) is rather complex and expensive,
the TRNG can reuse (share) the cipher that is used for data encryption.
One of the most expensive (in time and area) but also one of the most secure methods is cryptographic post-processing based on hash functions. It uses
diffusion and one-wayness (as opposed to encryption of the raw binary sisgnal)
properties of hash functions to ensure the unpredictability of bits generated by
the TRNG if a total breakdown of the noise source occurs. In this case, due
to the non-linearity property of hash functions, the TRNG will behave like a
cryptographically secure DRNG.
Output Bit Rate and its Stability
The speed is a secondary parameter (after security) in many cryptographic applications. Output bit rates from hundred kilobits per second up to 1 megabit
per second are usually sufficient. However, there are some speed critical data
security applications for which high speed generators are required. For example,
Quantum cryptography requires a high bit rate (up to 100 megabits per second)
because of the very low efficiency of key data transmission over the low-power
optical channel.
High speed telecommunication servers can be given as a second example.
They need to generate session keys regularly and at a high frequency (tens of
megabits per second). For example a 10-Gbit Ethernet hub/server would need at
least 20 Mbits/s random bits to generate one 128-bit session key for each 64kB
data block in order to be able to face side channel attacks (giving 4k enciphered
blocks per key).
Another aspect of the output bit rate that has to be considered is its regularity. Some generators give random numbers periodically, others generate output
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in irregular time intervals. In the second case, a FIFO is required to accumulate
the generated numbers. Another solution is to estimate the smallest bit rate
available at the output and to sample the output at this rate. The disadvantage of the first solution is that, depending on the mean output bit rate and
the need for random numbers, the FIFOs sometimes need to be very big. The
disadvantage of the second solution is that if the estimated bit rate is incorrect,
the random numbers may not be always available at the output.
3.2

Criteria Related to the TRNG design

Resource Usage
To evaluate practical usefulness of various TRNG principles, it is important to
analyze the kind and number of resources needed for generator hardware implementation. Of course, the FPGA technology is more restrictive than its ASIC
counterpart. In FPGAs, designers can use: LUT based or multiplexer based logic
cells, embedded memory blocks, clock blocks featuring PLLs and DLLs, embedded RC oscillators, hardwired multipliers, programmable interconnections, etc.
FPGAs have many logic cells, so the use of logic cells (the logic area) is
usually not a problem. However, the topology and electrical parameters of programmable interconnections are strongly technology dependent. Many TRNG
designs require designer’s manual intervention during placement and routing
(P/R). Some designs can be easily implemented in one FPGA family, but could
be difficult or impossible to implement in others. The choice and the number of
embedded hardwired blocs is usually much more limited (PLLs, RC oscillators,
multipliers, memory blocks) and varies with the vendor and the technology. The
use of hardwired blocks can thus be a limiting factor for reusability of the TRNG
principle.
Power Consumption
The power consumption of the generator is linked to its randomness source (e.g.
the oscillator), to the clock frequency used and to the post-processing algorithm
agility. In power critical applications, the generator can be stopped when not in
use. However, the possibility to stop the bit stream generation can be used to
attack the generator.
Technological Requirements
Compared to the implementation of TRNGs in ASICs, their implementation in
FPGAs is much more restricted. Many TRNGs implemented in ASICs use analog
components to generate randomness (e.g. chaos based TRNGs using analog to
digital converters, free running oscillator based generators using thermal noise
from diodes and resistors, etc.) and to process randomness (e.g. operational
amplifiers, comparators, etc.).
Most of these functional blocks are usually not available in digital technology
and especially in FPGAs, although some of them may be available in selected
families, e.g. RC oscillators in Microsemi (Actel) Fusion FPGA, analog PLLs in
most Altera and Actel families but not in old Xilinx families. From the point
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of view of their feasibility in FPGAs, some generators are not feasible or are
difficult to implement in FPGAs, some are feasible in selected FPGAs and the
most general principles are feasible in all FPGAs.
Design Automation Possibilities
The fact that the generator uses resources that are available in given technology
does not automatically mean that it can be implemented in this kind of technology. The range of tolerance of some technology parameters can be such that
it prevents reliable implementation of the generator. This is especially true in
FPGA technology.
The parameter that limits generator implementation in FPGAs is the availability of routing resources and their characteristics. Some generators require
perfectly balanced routing. This necessitates perfect control of the module placement (e.g. symmetrical placement of two modules in relation to another module)
and routing. While most FPGA design tools allow precise control of placement,
the routing process is difficult or impossible to control (e.g. in the Microsemi
family). Even when routing can be partially or totally controlled (e.g. Altera
and Xilinx families), the delays in the configurable routing net vary so much
from device to device that it is impossible to balance module interconnections
in a general manner and the design will be device dependent, i.e. it has to be
balanced manually for each device. Such manual intervention is not acceptable
from the point of view of the practical implementation of the generator.
The best generators (very rare) can be mapped automatically (without manual intervention) in all FPGA families. From a practical point of view, implementation of the generator that requires manual P/R for each family and/or
type of device, remains acceptable. However, generators that require manual
optimization for each device are not tolerable in industrial applications.
3.3

Criteria Related to the TRNG security

Robustness, Resistance against Attacks
Besides defining the compression ratio, the entropy bound given by the statistical
model can be used for security evaluation of the generator. Namely, it can help
in estimating the robustness of the generator against intentional or unintentional
environmental variations. Concerning attacks and resistance against them, there
are three possibilities: (i) proof exists that the generator cannot malfunction as
the result of any attack or of a changing environment (proof of security), (ii)
neither security proof nor attack exists, (iii) some attack on a particular generator has been reported.
Existence of a Statistical Model and its Reliability
The randomness of generated bitstream can be characterized by the entropy
increase per bit at the generator output. Unfortunately, entropy is a property of
random variables and not of observed realizations (random numbers). In order
to quantify entropy, the distribution of the random variables must be analyzed,
e.g. by the use of a stochastic model.
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Stochastic models are different from physical models. Figure 2 depicts the mechanical principle of the metastability (that is useful for understanding metastability in electronics). In this case, the physical model of the metastability would
describe the form of the hill and the stochastic model would describe probability
distribution of the ball final position according to the form and the width of the
hill. In general, stochastic models are easier to construct.
The stochastic model must describe only random process that is indeed used
as a source of randomness. The metastability in Fig. 2 is related to the ability
of the ball to stay at the top of the hill during random time interval. It is clear,
that it is very difficult (but not completely impossible) to place and to maintain
the ball on the top. However, it is completely impossible to place it periodically
exactly at the top in small time periods (in order to increase the bitrate) as is
supposed to be done in papers presumably using metastability, e.g. in [18].
The stochastic model serves for estimating the lower entropy bound. This
value should be used in the design of the arithmetic post-processing block: the
lower entropy bound determines the compression ratio necessary for increasing
the entropy per output bit to a value close to 1. It can also be used for testing
the entropy of the generated random bits in real time (online tests).

MSS

SS0

SS1

Metastability range

MSS – Metastable State
SSx – Stable State x

Fig. 2. Mechanical (physical) model of metastability

Inner Testability
Inner testability means that the generator structure enables evaluation of the
entropy of the raw binary signal (if it is available) [6]. Indeed, in some designs,
randomness extraction and post-processing are merged into the same process and
the unprocessed random signal (the raw binary signal) is not available. Even if
this signal is available, it is sometimes composed of a pseudo random pattern
combined with a truly random bit stream [4].
The pseudo random pattern makes statistical evaluation of the raw signal
more difficult. For this reason, we propose a new testability level: an absolute
inner testability. The raw binary signal of the generator featuring absolute inner
testability does not include a pseudo random pattern and contains only a true
random bit stream. If (for some reason) the source of randomness fails, the raw
signal of the generator will be zero. This fact can be used to detect very quickly
and easily the generator’s total failure.
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TRNG Design Evaluation – Conclusions

The TRNG characteristics discussed in Sec. 3 are not all equally important. Security parameters like robustness, availability of a stochastic model, testability,
etc. always take priority in a data security system. Their weight in TRNG evaluation is much higher than that of other parameters like power consumption,
bit rate, etc. For this reason, we will analyze these criteria in more details and
give some practical recommendations in the next section.

4

Main Security Issues in Published TRNG Designs

The output of a good TRNG should be indistinguishable from the output of an
ideal TRNG, independently of operating conditions and time. The quality of the
generator output bit stream and its security parameters including robustness
against aging, environmental changes, attacks, existence of selftest and online
tests are very important in the TRNG design.
4.1

Sensitivity of the TRNG to Variations of Operating Conditions

The quality of the generator output is tightly linked with the quality of the
source of randomness and to the randomness extraction method used. The physical characteristics of the source of randomness (e.g. frequency spectrum) and
the randomness extraction method determine the principal parameters of the
generated bit stream: the bias of the output bit stream, correlation between subsequent bits, visible patterns, etc. While some of these faults can be corrected
by efficient post-processing, it is better if the generator inherently produces a
good quality raw bit stream.
It is of extreme importance that the generator is dimensioned to the minimum amount of random physical quantities (noise, jitter, etc.) that cannot be
further reduced. The thermal noise can be considered as such a source of entropy.
However, the total noise in digital devices is mostly a composition of random
noises (such as thermal noise, shot noise, flicker noise, etc.) coming from global
and independent local sources, but also of data dependent deterministic noises
that can be very often manipulable.
If the extractor samples the source of randomness too fast, adjacent bits
could be correlated. For this reason, it is good practice to check the generated
bit stream for a short term auto correlation. It is also possible that the digital
noise exhibits some other short term dependencies, which need to be detected
by some generator specific tests.
The behavior of the generator is often influenced by external and/or internal
electrical interferences. The most obvious effect of this will be discrete frequencies
from the power supply and from various internal signals appearing in the noise
spectrum.
The spectrum of the generated noise signal can be significantly influenced
by a low frequency 1/f noise caused by semiconductors. Furthermore, the high
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frequencies from the noise spectrum may be unintentionally filtered out by some
internal capacities. Presumably white Gaussian noise will thus have a limited
spectrum that will not be uniform.
Some generators can feature so called bad spots. Bad spots are short time
periods, during which the generator ceases to work, due to some electrical interference or to extreme excursions of the generator’s overloaded circuitry.
Another dangerous feature of the generator can be a back door, which refers
to the deviations from uniform randomness deliberately introduced by the manufacturer. For example, let us suppose that instead of using some physical process, the generator would generate a high quality pseudo random sequence with
a 40-bit seed. It would be impossible to detect this behavior by applying standard statistical tests on the output bit stream, but it would be computationally
feasible for someone who knows the back door to guess successive keys.
When implementing TRNG as a part of a cryptographic system on chip,
designers must take into account that the circuitry surrounding the generator
will influence the generator’s behavior by the data dependent noise present in
power lines and by cross-talks. This impact is not so dangerous if two conditions
are fulfilled: (i) the low entropy bound estimation of the generator does not
include the digital noise from the system on chip activities; (ii) embedded online
tests verify continuously that the effective entropy is not below this bound.
Very few papers evaluate the impact of the environment on the source of
randomness and on the operation of the TRNG. The generator uses all the
sources contributing to the selected phenomena. For example the clock jitter is
determined by the local noise sources, but also by global sources from power
supply, electromagnetic emanations etc. If the low entropy bound was estimated
for the sum of noise sources, it will be sufficient for the attacker to put the
generator to ideal conditions (low noise battery power supply, metallic shielding)
in order reduce the entropy under the estimated low bound.
The generator’s design must be evaluated in changing environmental conditions (temperature, electromagnetic emanations, etc.). It must be tested and
embedded test validated for edge values (only one parameter is set to its maximal value) and corner values (more or all parameters are set to their critical
value) of environmental parameters.
Recently, we have developed a set of evaluation boards (modules) aimed at
fair TRNG benchmarking [5]. Five modules using five different FPGA families
are available: Altera Cyclone III, Altera Arria II, Xilinx Spartan 3, Xilinx Virtex
5 and Microsemi Fusion. All the modules have the same architecture featuring
selected FPGA device, linear power supply, two LDVS outpus for external jitter
measurement and optionally 32 Mbits of external RAM for fast data acquisition.
The modules are plugged to a motherboard containing linear power supplies
(the card can be powered by battery, too), USB interface control device from
Cypress. The modules are accessible remotely on demand and can be used for
a fair evaluation of TRNG designs in the same working conditions. The new
generation will be placed in an electromagnetic shielding and will communicate
with PC via optical fibers.
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Security Threats Related to Statistical Models and Entropy
Estimators

Very few recent designs deal with stochastic models [23], [2], [3], [22], [8], [28].
The most comprehensive model of a two-oscillator based TRNG is presented in
[2]. It characterizes randomness in the frequency domain. However, underlying
physical hypotheses (clock jitter as a one-dimensional Brownian motion) must
be still thoroughly evaluated.
A stochastic approach (an urn model) based on a known jitter size is presented by Sunar et al. in [23]. Unfortunately, it is based on several unrealistic
assumptions criticized by Dichtl in [8]. Some of these assumptions, such as jitter
overestimation (due to jitter measurement outside the device using standard input/output circuitry) can be corrected by using differential oscilloscope probes
in combination with LVDS device outputs [25]. Unrealistic requirements given
on the XOR gate were later resolved by Wold and Tan in [30].
However, the most security critical assumption of Sunar et al. turned out to
be the mutual independence of rings (basic assumption for the validity of the
model). It was shown in [4] that the rings are not independent and that up to 25%
of them can be mutually locked. This phenomenon would reduce significantly the
validity of the Sunar et al.’s model and consequently the entropy estimation and
the security of the generator.
It is worth mentioning that Wold and Tan made another security critical
attempt: since (by changing the original TRNG structure) the raw binary signal
at the XOR gate output passed statistical tests more easily, they deduced that
the entropy is sufficient enough (without measuring the jitter) and consequently
they reduced considerably the number of rings (from 114 to 25). From the security point of view, this attempt is not acceptable, since it caused significant
entropy reduction (according to the model, only few urns were filled).
The models presented in [3] are restricted to TRNGs based on coherent
sampling [17], [26], [10]. However, these models have only limited practical value,
because the first TRNGs in [17] and [26] have some technological limits (difficulty
to set up precisely the generated clock signals periods) and the PLL-based TRNG
from [10] uses the jitter with a complex profile (some deterministic jitter coming
from the PLL depends on the characteristics of the PLL control loop).
4.3

Embedded TRNG Testing and Related Security Issues

In contrast to standard methods that tests only the TRNG output, the AIS
methodology requires to test (for higher security levels) also the raw binary
signal (see Fig. 1b). This new approach is motivated by the fact that the postprocessing can mask serious defects of the generator. If a stochastic model of
the physical randomness source is available, it can be used in combination with
the raw signal to estimate the entropy and the bias depending on random input
variables and depending on the generator principle.
The raw binary signal is also used in Online tests. Online tests should be
applied to the digital noise signal while the generator is running. They provide
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ways to stop the TRNG (at least temporarily) when a conspicuous statistical
feature is detected. A special kind of online tests required by the AIS methodology is a “total failure test” or Tot test that should be able to immediately detect
total failure of the generator.
Evaluating TRNGs is a difficult task. Clearly, it should not be limited to testing the TRNG output. Following the AIS methodology, the designer should also
provide a stochastic model based on the noise source and the extraction process
and propose statistical and online tests suited to the generator’s principle. The
AIS methodology does not favor or exclude any reasonable TRNG design. The
applicant can also substitute alternative evaluation criteria, however these must
be clearly justified.
Surprisingly, no design was evaluated in the literature following the AIS recommendations for high level security (separate testing of the raw binary signal
and internal random numbers required for PTG.3 and PTG.4) up to now. Some
papers just apply AIS tests T0 to T4 at the generator output. It is also worth
pointing out that no paper proposed up to now a design-specific online test, not
even a design-specific total failure test. Surprisingly, most of recent designs are
still evaluated by their authors following the classical approach from Fig. 1a.
In our approach, we propose a new extension of security in TRNG design,
which is depicted in Fig. 3. This approach simplifies significantly security evaluation, construction of the generator’s stochastic model and last but not least,
realization of simple and fast embedded test, while being entirely compatible
with the AIS methodology.

Extended
security
approach

Entropy
source
Digitized
noise
source

Entropy
extractor

Arith. & Crypto
postprocessing

TRNG output

Embedded
tests

Alarm 1

Test of the source
of randomness

Raw binary
signal output

Alarm 2

Fig. 3. New security approach in TRNG design based on embedded randomness testing

We propose to measure the source of entropy (e.g. the jitter) before the entropy extraction. This way, the randomness quantification is easier and more
precise. Since the entropy extraction is an algorithmic process, it can be easily
included in the stochastic (mathematical) model. However, two conditions must
be fulfilled in our approach: (i) the method must to quantify exactly the same
physical process that is used as a source of randomness; (ii) the entropy extraction algorithm must be included in the stochastic model very precisely. We
have analyzed many recent TRNG principles. Unfortunately, only few of them
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are directly (without modification) applicable. For example, we can cite those
published in [17], [26], [10] and [27].
Some papers deal with implementation of embedded tests FIPS, NIST, etc.
inside the device [21], [29]. Unfortunately, their authors do not consider the
impact of the tests on the TRNG itself. The tests generate temporarily the
digital noise (which let them pass more easily) and during the normal operation
the effective noise (and consequently also entropy) can be significantly smaller.

5

Recommendations for Future Secure TRNG Designs

According to the previous analysis of TRNG designs and of security requirements
in modern cryptographic systems, we propose designers to follow the next list of
recommendations:
– Designers should clearly define the targeted security level. For example, in
the context of the AIS procedure, they should specify the RND class.
– If higher security classes are targeted, the generator must be inner testable.
– A fast total failure test adapted to the TRNG principle must be proposed,
implemented and executed continuously.
– If some online tests are embedded in the device, the designer should verify
that the tests do not have any impact on the generated random numbers
themselves, otherwise the tests must be executed continuously.
– If the generator makes part of a system on chip, the designer should verify
that system working does not have a negative impact on the generator (i.e.
that generation of random numbers cannot be manipulated by varying the
system activity).
– The highest security can be obtained if the source of randomness (e.g. the
jitter) is is measured online inside the device according to Fig. 3. In this
case, the designer must pay particular attention to the fact that he measures
exactly the same kind of physical parameter, which is used as a source of
randomness. The same parameter must be used to build a stochastic model
and to verify in real time the low entropy bound.
– The generator must be tested and embedded test validated in edge and
corner values of environmental parameters.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented basic approaches to designing modern TRNGs.
We have presented and discussed basic TRNG design evaluation criteria, such as
sources of randomness and randomness extraction method applied, arithmetic
and cryptographic post-processing method utilized, output bitrate and its stability, resource usage, power consumption, technological and design automation
requirements, etc.
We have explained that security parameters like robustness, availability of a
stochastic model, testability, etc. always take priority in a data security system.

A Closer Look at Security in Random Number Generators Design
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We have also proposed a new level of testability criteria: the absolute inner
testability. Furthermore, the new TRNG design approach testing the source of
entropy before entropy extraction presented in this paper contributes to security
enhancement of future TRNG design. We have also proposed a solution, which
can serve for a fair TRNG benchmarking. In the last section, we have summed
up several recommendations aimed at securing TRNG designs in general.
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